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ABSTRACT: The anchoring of DNA oligonucleotides to lipid bilayers through different

hydrophobic modifications was studied using quartz crystal microbalance with dissipa-

tion monitoring (QCM-D) and spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). Decorating lipid bilayers

with oligonucleotides has great potential for both fundamental studies and applications,

taking advantage of the membrane properties and the specific Watson-Crick base pairing.

Systematic characterization of the interactions between the DNA and the lipid bilayers

remains however limited. We studied the anchoring of oligonucleotides modified with the

frequently used hydrophobic anchors cholesterol, stearyl and di-stearyl in the 5’ end. All

three anchors were found to incorporate well into lipid membranes, yet only the di-stearyl-

based anchor remained stable in the bilayer upon rinsing. The unstable anchoring of the

cholesterol and stearyl-based oligonucleotides can however be stabilized by hybridization

of the oligonucleotides to complementary DNA modified with a second hydrophobic an-

chor of the same type. In all cases, the incorporation into the lipid bilayer was found to

be mass-transport limited, although micelle formation likely reduced the effective concen-

tration of available oligonucleotides in some samples, leading to substantial differences in

binding rates. Using a viscoelastic model to determine the thickness of the DNA layer

and elucidating the surface coverage by SE, we found that at equal bulk concentrations
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double stranded DNA constructs attached to the lipid bilayer establish a thicker layer

as compared to the single stranded oligonucleotides, whereas the DNA surface densities

are similar. Shortening the length of the oligonucleotides on the other hand does alter

both the thickness and surface density of the DNA layer. This indicates that at the bulk

oligonucleotide concentrations employed in our experiments, the packing of the oligonu-

cleotides is not affected by the anchor type, but rather by the length of the DNA. The

presented results are useful for material and biomedical applications that require efficient

linking of oligonucleotides to lipid membranes.
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INTRODUCTION

Targeting DNA oligonucleotides to lipid bilayers is an attractive approach to produce

new materials, to create highly tunable model systems for studying fundamental questions

and for therapeutic applications. Currently, several hydrophobic DNA modifications

that mediate the spontaneous anchoring of the oligonucleotides into a lipid bilayer are

commercially available. Once the DNA strands are anchored, the specificity of their

interaction with complementary DNA sequences can be used for a plethora of purposes.

In the design of anti-sense medicine for example, single-stranded oligonucleotides are

targeted to cellular membranes through a hydrophobic moiety, after which they are inter-

nalized by the cell allowing the oligonucleotides to hybridize to targeted mRNA strands

by sequence recognition and thereby preventing translation of the associated protein.1–3

Lipophilic oligonucleotides are also used in the site-selective immobilization of lipid vesi-

cles to surfaces by linking complementary DNA, incorporated in the lipid bilayer of vesi-

cles on the one hand, and in the planar lipid bilayer on a substrate on the other.4–6

The surface-bound vesicles can then function as miniaturized experimental containers

to reduce reagent consumption, monitor fast chemical kinetics, or even to study single

molecules. DNA-functionalized vesicles have also been shown to be of great value to

study vesicle fusion, or model processes like cell-adhesion and cell-cell interactions.7–10

And recently, we used lipophilic DNA to decorate lipid bilayer-coated silica microparti-

cles with specific, surface-mobile binding groups.11 We found that the diffusivity of the

binding groups greatly improved the microparticle self-assembly properties.

Most applications require stable incorporation of the oligonucleotides in the lipid

bilayer but there still is only limited experimental information on the anchoring charac-

teristics of hydrophobically modified oligonucleotides. Knowledge of the anchoring and

kinetics and the organization of oligonucleotides on the surface would provide a better

control on functionalization, in particular on the DNA grafting density. We therefore mea-

sured the lipid bilayer anchoring characteristics of oligonucleotides with three frequently
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used hydrophobic moieties by the surface-sensitive techniques quartz crystal microbalance

with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) and spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). The combi-

nation of these techniques allows us to monitor binding events in situ at high temporal

resolution without the need for labels and at the same time provides information about

the molecular organization within the DNA film.

The anchors that we have investigated are cholesterol (Chol), stearyl (C18) and di-

stearyl (C18)2 of which the chemical structures are shown in Fig. 1a. In addition, we

have studied the differences between single versus double stranded DNA, one versus two

anchors and made the comparison with shorter oligonucleotides. An overview of all the

oligonucleotide types and their hydrophobic terminal modifications included in this study

is given in Table. 1 and Fig. 1b.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Materials and Sample Preparation Procedures. We studied the anchoring of

hydrophobically modified DNA oligonucleotides to a supported lipid bilayer (SLB), by

first forming a lipid bilayer on a planar silica-coated QCM-D sensor and subsequently

flowing in the oligonucleotide suspension. To this end, 1,2-dioleoylphosphatidylcholine

lipids (DOPC, Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, USA) were dissolved in chloroform

and then dried with a gentle stream of N2(g) and two hours of vacuum desiccation.

The dried lipids were subsequently re-suspended to 2 mg/ml in a filtered (pore-size:

0.2 µm) and degassed (30 min) buffer solution of 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, pH

7.4, in ultra-pure water and homogenized by repeating five freeze/thaw cycles with liquid

nitrogen. Small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) were formed by sonication (30 min) with a tip

sonicator (Branson, USA), operated in pulsed mode at 30% duty cycle with refrigeration,

followed by centrifugation in an Eppendorf centrifuge (30 min at 60,000 g) to remove

any titanium particles that may possibly be present. SUV suspensions were stored at

4°C under nitrogen. Before assembling a SLB, the vesicle suspensions were diluted to 50
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µg/ml in the aforementioned buffer containing an additional 2 mM CaCl2.

After the successful formation of a SLB on the QCM-D sensor, we added the oligonu-

cleotides, see Table 1 and Fig. 1 for an overview of the different types used. The Chol

and C18 conjugated constructs were synthesized by Eurogentec (Liège, Belgium), and the

sequences modified with (C18)2 were produced by ATDBio (Southampton, UK). Upon

delivery, the oligonucleotides were dissolved to desired concentrations in the same buffer

as mentioned above without CaCl2 and stored at -20°C. To study the effect of two an-

chors, or compare single and double stranded DNA bearing only one anchor, some of the

sequences in Table 1 were pre-hybridized by mixing equal amounts of two complementary

strands and slowly cooling from 90 to 22°C at a rate of 1.5°C/min.

Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation Monitoring (QCM-D).QCM-

D measures the changes in the resonance frequency, ∆f , and dissipation, ∆D, of a sensor

crystal upon interaction of soft matter with its surface. The QCM-D response is sensitive

to the mass (including any hydrodynamically coupled water) and the mechanical proper-

ties of the surface-bound layer. To enable SLB formation, we used silica-coated QCM-D

sensors (QSX303; Biolin Scientific, Västra Frölunda, Sweden), which were cleaned in a 2%

sodium dodecyl sulfate solution for 30 minutes, rinsed with ultra-pure water, blow-dried

with N2(g) and exposed to UV/ozone (BioForce Nanosciences, Ames, IA, USA) for 30

minutes prior to usage. The measurements were performed using the Q-Sense E4 system

equipped with four Q-Sense Flow Modules (Biolin Scientific). The system was operated

in flow mode at a rate of 20 µl/min at 23 ℃ unless stated otherwise. The ∆f and ∆D re-

sponses at 6 overtones (i = 3, 5, . . . , 13, corresponding to resonance frequencies of 15, 25,

. . . , 65 MHz) were simultaneously monitored during SLB formation and subsequent DNA

binding and unbinding. Throughout this manuscript only changes in dissipation, ∆Di

and normalized frequencies, ∆f i/i, for i = 7 are presented. The oligonucleotides were

diluted to 1 µM concentrations unless stated otherwise and were added after a proper

SLB had formed. We continued the administration of oligonucleotides until saturated

binding was reached or for a maximum of 60-75 minutes, after which we rinsed the func-
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tionalized SLB with buffer to measure any potential unbinding of the oligonucleotides.

The adsorption and desorption of all oligonucleotides were measured two to four times.

Representative measurements are presented in the displayed figures.

The thickness and viscoelastic properties of the final DNA film on the SLB were

determined by fitting the QCM-D data to a continuum viscoelastic model.12–15 The model

relates the measured QCM-D responses, ∆f and ∆D as a function of i, to the viscoelastic

properties of the adsorbed layer and the surrounding solution. The oligonucleotide films

were modeled as homogeneous viscoelastic layers with acoustic thickness d, density ρ,

storage modulus G’(f), and loss modulus G”(f). The frequency dependence of the storage

and loss moduli was assumed to follow power laws, with exponents α’ and α”, respectively.

The semi-infinite bulk solution was assumed to be Newtonian with a viscosity of η = 0.89

mPa·s, and a density of ρ = 1.0 g/cm3. Data at selected time points were fitted with

the software QTM (D. Johannsmann, Technical University of Clausthal, Germany13,14).

Details of the fitting procedure, including the method used to validate the uniqueness of

the fit, have been described by Eisele et al.16

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE). Spectroscopic ellipsometry measures the changes

in the ellipsometric angles, ∆ and Ψ, of polarized light upon reflection at a planar surface.

In situ combined QCM-D/SE measurements were performed on QCM-D sensors with a

special silica coating (QSX335; Biolin Scientific), using the Q-Sense Ellipsometry Module

(Biolin Scientific). The special coating consists of Ti, TiO2 and SiO2 layers, where the

Ti interlayer is thick enough to be treated as a fully opaque film. The flow module was

mounted with the Q-Sense E1 system on a spectroscopic rotating compensator ellipsome-

ter (M2000V, Woollam, NE, USA). Ellipsometric data, ∆ and Ψ, were acquired over a

wavelength range λ = 380 to 1000 nm, at 65° angle of incidence. Prior to measurements,

we verified that the polarization of the light beam was not affected by the glass windows

of the flow chamber as previously described.17 Measurements were performed in flow

mode (20µl/min) at 23°C. The oligonucleotides were dissolved to 2 µM concentration

and added in injection mode as described elsewhere.17
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The refractive index (n(λ)) and optical thickness (d) of the oligonucleotide film were

determined by fitting the ellipsometric data to a multilayer model, using the software

CompleteEASE (Woollam). The model relates the measured ∆ and Ψ as a function of λ to

the optical properties of the sensor surface (Ti/TiO2/SiO2), the adsorbed films (SLB and

oligonucleotide layer), and the surrounding solution. The semi-infinite bulk solution was

treated as a transparent Cauchy medium, with a refractive index nsol(λ) = Asol +Bsol/λ
2.

For the surrounding buffer solution, Asol = 1.325 and Bsol = 0.00322 µm2 were used.18

The optical properties of the opaque Ti layer were determined from data acquired in air

and in the presence of bulk solution by fitting nTi(λ) and kTi(λ) over the accessible wave-

length range using a B-spline algorithm implemented in CompleteEASE. Simultaneously,

thicknesses of the two additional oxide layers (dTiO2) and (dSiO2) were fitted assuming

them as Cauchy films with tabulated optical constants (nTiO2 from CompleteEASE and

nSiO2 from Biolin Scientific). The solvated SLB and oligonucleotide films were treated as

separate layers, which we assumed to be transparent and homogeneous (Cauchy medium),

with a given thickness (d), a wavelength-dependent refractive index (n(λ) = A+ B/λ2),

and a negligible extinction coefficient (k = 0). d and A were treated as fitting parame-

ters, assuming B = Bsol. The χ2 value for the best fit was typically below 2, indicating a

good fit. The adsorbed oligonucleotide mass per unit area (Γ) was determined using de

Feijter’s equation,?, 19

Γ = d · A− Asol

dn/dc
(1)

with the refractive index increment of dn/dc = 0.17 cm3/g.20

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Behavior of different anchor types. We measured the lipid-bilayer anchoring

strengths of the different hydrophobic anchoring groups, Chol, C18 and (C18)2 using

QCM-D. A supported lipid bilayer (SLB) was formed by exposing a cleaned, silica-coated

quartz crystal to a flowing suspension of small unilamelar vesicles, while monitoring the
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frequency and dissipation changes of the sensor. The QCM-D response was as is expected

for the formation of a SLB, see Fig. ??.21,22 The adsorption of the vesicles to the sensor

surface is visible as a decreasing frequency and an increasing dissipation. In a second

stage, the vesicles rupture and spread, signaled by an increasing frequency and decreasing

dissipation. An SLB of appropriate quality is characterized by a final frequency change

of ∆f = −25 ± 1 Hz and a dissipation, ∆D ≤ 0.5 · 10−6. The vesicles remaining in the

bulk solution were removed by rinsing with buffer (with CaCl2). Before the inflow of

oligonucleotide suspension, the SLB was rinsed with buffer without CaCl2 for 15 min.

We first verified that the oligonucleotide binding/unbinding is not affected by un-

wanted non-specific interactions. For this purpose, the QCM-D responses of unmodified

oligonucleotides in contact with a SLB and of cholesterol modified oligonucleotides in

contact with a bare silica coated sensor were measured. During both measurements no

significant responses were detected, implying that the oligonucleotides do not exhibit

any non-specific interactions with the SLB nor with the underlying silica substrate, see

Fig. ??. Exploratory measurements of the binding and unbinding of Chol modified QL

oligonucleotides to a SLB, indicated, however, that inter-DNA interactions on the surface

can affect the DNA (un)binding, see Fig. ??. At 1 µM bulk concentrations, DINAMelt

predicts a melting temperature (Tm) of roughly 0 °C for two partially hybridized QL

oligonucleotides. However, if one considers a surface density of 2 pmol/cm2 and a layer

thickness of 10 nm (estimated from combined QCM-D and SE measurements presented

in the ’Oligonucleotide organization on the surface’ section), the effective oligonucleotide

concentration at the surface is roughly 2000 times the bulk concentration. At 2 mM

concentration, a melting temperature of about 30 °C is predicted. During the QCM-D

measurements, inter-DNA interactions could hence occur. To minimize such interactions,

we performed the measurements on single stranded DNA using a sequence of only thymine

nucleotides.

Fig. 2a shows the QCM-D responses measured upon the introduction of the con-

structs QTL-Chol, QTL-C18 or QTL-(C18)2 to a SLB. The resulting strong shifts in the
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resonance frequency ∆f and in the dissipation ∆D provide evidence for the successful

formation of a soft and hydrated DNA film in all three cases. Interestingly, in Fig. 2a

the adsorption kinetics for the different anchor types is substantially different. The Chol

anchor incorporates the oligonucleotides the fastest into the SLB, followed by C18 and

finally (C18)2.

To further explore the origin of the distinct kinetics we repeated the QCM-D measure-

ments on the samples depicted in Fig. 2a at increased flow rates of 100 and 200 µl/min.

Under conditions of mass-transport limited binding, and considering the geometry of the

liquid chamber (i.e. laminar flow in a slit), the adsorption rate would be expected to

be linearly proportional to the cube root of the flow rate.23 In contrast, no dependence

on the flow rate would be expected if the binding process were (kinetically) limited by

the insertion step into the SLB. To quantify the adsorption rates in our experiments, we

numerically computed the derivative of ∆f by calculating the slopes at each point in time

(see for an example Fig. 3a) and plotted its minimum as a function of 3
√
Q, see Fig. 3b.

Next the data points were fitted with a line through the origin. The good agreement of

the linear fits with the maximum absolute rates of frequency shifts depicted in Fig. 3b

(R2∼1) shows that the maximum adsorption rates of the oligonucleotides are linearly

proportional to 3
√
Q independent of anchor type. This suggests that the rate limiting

step during adsorption is the transport (by convection and diffusion) of the constructs to

the SLB.

As the hydrodynamic sizes of the three hydrophobically terminated oligonucleotides

are similar, their respective mass transport to the surface at equal flow rate is expected to

be the same, provided that the concentration of molecules available in the solution is com-

parable.23 As the total oligonucleotide concentration in the measurements of Fig. 2a was

kept constant, the distinct adsorption kinetics of the differently hydrophobically modified

oligonucleotides may appear surprising. However, due to their amphiphilic character, the

modified oligonucleotides could self-assemble into micelles in the bulk solution. The mi-

celles would lower the concentration of free oligonucleotides in solution and would hence
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impede adsorption to the SLB. Rough determinations of the critical micelle concentra-

tion (CMC) show that Chol and C18 modified oligonucleotides form micelles above ∼10

µM, whereas the (C18)2 anchor has a CMC of ∼1 µM (see Fig. ?? and Supplementary

Information). Given a solution concentration of 1 µM in our QCM-D experiments, the

(C18)2 conjugated oligonucleotides may indeed form micelles that influence the adsorption

process.

When the oligonucleotide solution was replaced by pure buffer, the frequency and

dissipation responses of the sample with the Chol modified oligonucleotides were seen to

return to their original level, thereby demonstrating complete desorption of the oligonu-

cleotides from the SLB (Fig. 2a). The C18 conjugated strands also desorb from the SLB

during rinsing, yet do not seem to come off completely within the time scale probed in

the experiment. This effect could be caused by fast rebinding of the oligonucleotides to

the SLB.23 The (C18)2 modified oligonucleotides on the other hand remain fully anchored

during rinsing, which suggests that the second alkyl chain makes the hydrophobic inter-

action with the SLB strong enough to beat the gain in translational and conformational

entropy when the oligonucleotides are freely suspended in solution.

Double versus single anchors. Having seen that the (C18)2 conjugated oligonu-

cleotides, which have two hydrophobic tails, bind essentially irreversibly to the SLB, we

studied the impact of a second anchor on the anchoring stability of the other constructs.

To this end, we hybridized two complementary oligonucleotides, QL and QLt (see Table 1)

resulting in double stranded complexes of which both strands bear a hydrophobic moiety.

Firstly, we investigated how the structure difference between single and double stranded

oligonucleotides with a single anchor affects their adsorption and desorption to the SLB.

For that purpose we hybridized the oligonucleotides QL and QLtn, creating double helices

that bear only one anchor, and monitored the QCM-D responses upon interaction with a

SLB. One can see in Fig. 2b that the single anchored/double stranded complexes either

conjugated to Chol or C18 adsorb to the SLB in a qualitatively similar manner as their

single anchored/single stranded counterparts. They reach maximum binding at compa-
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rable rates and desorb during rinsing. Only the absolute frequency and dissipation values

at maximum binding are different, indicating that the layers of oligonucleotides on the

SLB are indeed differently organized. We further see that the desorption is incomplete.

A possible explanation for this could be that there is a certain amount of unhybridized

oligonucleotides, which could bind to other single stranded neighbors in a process that

has been described in the ’Behavior of different anchor types’ section. We also measured

the QCM-D responses of the QL/QLtn complex conjugated to (C18)2. Here, we again

see that the single anchored/double stranded complex behaves qualitatively similar as its

single stranded analog, although showing larger frequency and dissipation changes.

After confirming that double-stranded oligonucleotides display qualitatively similar

behavior, we measured the adsorption kinetics and stability of double stranded oligonu-

cleotides carrying two anchors (Fig. 2c). We find that the QCM-D responses upon rinsing

with buffer show no substantial unbinding of either of the complexes, demonstrating that

terminally equipping oligonucleotides with two hydrophobic moieties grants a stable bind-

ing to a SLB. Furthermore, we find that the adsorption of the double-anchored/double

stranded complexes either bearing two Chol or two C18 groups is initially fast but gradu-

ally slows down. We hypothesize that the binding is initially mass-transport limited and

then increasingly limited by surface crowding which slows down access of oligonucleotides

from the solution to the surface.

Oligonucleotide organization on the surface. When the ∆f and ∆D responses

corresponding to the binding and unbinding of the Chol, C18 and (C18)2 conjugated

oligonucleotides to a SLB are plotted parametrically it can be seen that the three curves

largely overlap (see Fig. 4a). The fact that the ∆f/∆D relations are so similar implies

that the three oligonucleotide layers are similarly organized. This observation is further

supported by the quantities obtained from QCM-D modeling on ∆f and ∆D using the

information from all overtones. From the values listed in Table 2 it becomes clear that

the three oligonucleotide layers at the end of the incubation (Fig. 2a) are characterized

by comparable thicknesses (d ≈ 10.5 nm) and viscoelastic properties (G0’ ≈ 0.05 MPa,
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G0” ≈ 0.12 MPa, where G′(f) = G′0 · (f/f0)α
′ and G′′(f) = G′′0 · (f/f0)α

′′ andf0 = 15

MHz).

In order to relate the QCM-D frequency shifts induced by the anchorage of the hy-

drophobically terminated oligonucleotides to a SLB to dry mass densities, we performed

simultaneous QCM-D/SE measurements. Results of the measurement of the adsorption

of QTL-C18 to an SLB are shown in Fig. 4b and c. Strong ∆f and Γ changes directly

upon injection of the oligonucleotides indicate the formation of an oligonucleotide layer

on top of the SLB. In the inset, we plotted ∆f vs Γ parametrically to demonstrate that Γ

is approximately linearly proportional to ∆f with a slope of 0.14 pmol·cm−2·Hz−1. This

slope is subsequently used to convert ∆f to Γ in all other QCM-D measurements on

this particular oligonucleotide. Furthermore, because the overlapping curves in Fig. 5a

suggest that the QTL oligonucleotides organize similarly on the SLB independent of the

anchor, the same slope can also be used to obtain the grafting densities of the Chol and

(C18)2 anchored QTL oligonucleotides.

Using the obtained grafting densities and by assuming a homogeneous distribution of

hexagonally packed oligonucleotides in the SLB, we estimated the mean distance between

neighboring anchors points,

s =

√
2√
3
· 1

NA · Γ
(2)

where NA is the Avogadro constant and Γ is the surface density in mol·cm−2. The pre-

factor 2√
3
represents an assumed hexagonally packed organization of the objects. The Γ

and s of the oligonucleotide layers mediated by Chol, C18 and (C18)2 are listed in Table 2.

One can see that the spacing between the anchors in the case of Chol, C18 and (C18)2 is

similar to the thickness of the oligonucleotide layer. The thickness and spacing compare

well with the equilibrium end-to-end distance Ree =
√

2bntlpknt of ∼13 nm of a worm-like

chain of knt = 59 nucleotides of size bnt ≈ 0.63 nm and with a persistence length lp ≈ 2.4

nm.24

Similarly, we determined the oligonucleotide organization of the double stranded/double
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anchored oligonucleotides (QL/QLt) conjugated with Chol depicted in Fig. 2c at the mo-

ment just before rinsing. After modeling the QCM-D data and having determined the

∆f -to-Γ conversion factor with combined QCM-D and SE (Fig. ??), we obtained a layer

thickness of ∼19 nm and an average oligonucleotide spacing of ∼10 nm (Table2). Hence,

the double stranded/double anchored complexes form a layer which is twice as thick as

compared to the single stranded oligonucleotides, but with a comparable oligonucleotide

spacing. A double stranded oligonucleotide of kbp = 47 basepairs, when assumed as a

semi-flexible rod has in solution an estimated end-to-end distance Ree = bbpkbp of ∼16 nm

with a distance between basepairs bbp of 0.34 nm. The QL/QLt-Ch complex also has a 12

nucleotide overhang (Ree ≈ 6 nm) which means that the total Ree ≈ 22 nm, which is very

comparable to the layer thickness as determined with QCM-D, hence the oligonucleotides

anchored to the SLB are likely to be close-to-fully stretched and orientated perpendicular

to the surface. Yet, regarding the estimated spacing and given a diameter of the double

stranded complexes of ∼2.0 nm there may be a certain amount of oligonucleotides that

flex at their spacer, leaving them differently orientated with respect to the SLB.

Lastly, we investigated how the anchoring density is affected by the length of the

oligonucleotides by performing QCM-D/SE measurements on the binding of Chol modi-

fied QTS oligonucleotides to a SLB. We determined the layer thickness of the films with

QCM-D modeling to be ∼3 nm which is a factor three thinner than the layer of the

longer oligonucleotides, see Table. 2. After determining the ∆f to Γ relation (Fig. ??)

we found a spacing of ∼5 nm between individual oligonucleotides. The fact that the esti-

mated spacing between the anchoring groups is nearly twice as large as the thickness of

the oligonucleotide film indicates that the DNA is not closely packed. Hence, of all the

constructs measured in this study the anchoring process of the short oligonucleotide is

expected to be the least affected by steric interactions with neighboring oligonucleotides.

This, in combination with the complete reversibility of the binding upon rinsing and

the good solubility makes the short oligonucleotide a suitable candidate for quantifying

the affinity of the Chol anchor toward the SLB. To this end, we performed a QCM-D
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titration measurement in which we sequentially administered increasing concentrations

of oligonucleotides to a SLB, see Fig. 4. We fitted the frequency shifts at equilibrium

binding for each concentration to a Langmuir isotherm,

∆feq(c) =
∆fmax·c
KD + c

(3)

where c is the concentration of QTS-Ch in the bulk suspension and ∆fmax is the maxi-

mally induced frequency change expected at saturation. In this way we obtained a KD

of ∼80 nM, which is of the same order of magnitude as the 17 nM reported by Pfeif-

fer et al.,25 who performed similar titration measurements on strands comprising twenty

nucleotides at 100 mM NaCl.

CONCLUSION

Oligonucleotides can be anchored to lipid bilayers through diverse hydrophobic mod-

ifications. Here, we have investigated the binding characteristics of three frequently used

anchors with the surface sensitive techniques QCM-D and SE. We find that the choice

of anchor type is crucial for the stable binding of oligonucleotides to a supported lipid

bilayer (SLB). Oligonucleotides conjugated to a single cholesterol (Chol) or stearyl (C18)

anchor were found to bind reversibly to the SLB, desorbing again upon rinsing with pure

buffer. The anchoring can be enhanced by conjugating single stranded oligonucleotides

to a di-stearyl ((C18)2) anchor, or by hybridizing two Chol or C18 bearing oligonucleotides

into double stranded complexes.

We further find that the different anchors display different adsorption kinetics. For

all the anchors, the binding is limited by the transport of molecules to the substrate.

However, some of the hydrophobically modified oligonucleotides may form micelles at

the concentrations employed, especially the (C18)2 anchor. Hence, it is likely that the

difference in binding kinetics is caused by differences in the effective concentration of free

oligonucleotides, as a result of micelle formation.
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Finally, we observe that the ’long’ single stranded/single anchored oligonucleotides

form an equilibrium film of densely packed strands, independent of whether the binding is

reversible or not. At the same bulk concentration, the double stranded/double anchored

constructs, which also bind irreversibly to the SLB, form a less densely packed film.

However, the lack of equilibrium binding indicates a coverage-dependent reorganization

of the DNA that we attribute to the more rigid character of the double stranded helices.

The presented results on the anchoring kinetics and stability of hydrophobically mod-

ified oligonucleotides incorporated into a lipid bilayer as well as the organization of the

extending oligonucleotides provide essential information for optimizing applications that

require efficiently anchored, surface mobile oligonucleotides.
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TABLES

Table 1. The base sequences of the oligonucleotides

used in this study

name sequence (5’ → 3’)a

QTL X - TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT-
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

QL X - TTTATCGCTACCCTTCGCACAGTCAATCTAGA-
GAGCCCTGCCTTACGACCTACTTCTAC

QLtn CGTAAGGCAGGGCTCTCTAGATTGACTGTGCGA-
AGGGTAGCGAT

QLt CGTAAGGCAGGGCTCTCTAGATTGACTGTGCGA-
AGGGTAGCGATTTT - X

QTS X - TTTTTTTTTTTT
aA, C, G and T are the nucleotides adenine, cytosine, gua-
nine and thymine, respectively. X denotes the position of the
hydrophobic modification.

Table 2. Layer properties of different oligonucleotides anchored to a SLB

through different anchors.

sequence/
anchor

d (nm)a G0’ (MPa)a α′a G0”(MPa)a α”a Γ (pmol/cm2)b s (nm)b

QTL-Chol 11.0 ± 0.8 0.05 ± 0.004 0.26 ± 0.04 0.12 ± 0.002 0.94 ± 0.02 2.1 ± 0.07 9.9 ± 0.15

QTL-C18 9.3 ± 2.8 0.04 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.01 0.95 ± 0.02 1.7 ± 0.13 11.0 ± 0.4

QTL-(C18)2 8.4 ± 0.9 0.04 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.004 0.95 ± 0.01 1.5 ± 0.21 12.0 ± 0.9

QL/QLt-2-
Chol

19.2 ± 5.7 0.03 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.06 0.15 ± 0.02 0.93 ± 0.03 2.2 ± 0.05 9.6 ± 0.1

QTS-Chol 3.2 ± 0.2 0.47 ± 0.02 0.17 ± 0.04 0.19 ± 0.06 1.02 ± 0.20 7.5 ± 0.35 5.1 ± 0.1

a d, G0’, G0” are respectively the thickness and the storage and loss moduli determined
with QCM-D. α’ and α” are the power law exponents that describe the frequency depen-
dencies of G’ and G”, respectively. G0’ and G0” at f0 = 15 MHz, α’ and α” for f = 15-65
MHz.
b Γ and s are respectively the molar surface density and the average anchor spacing
(assuming packing in a hexagonal lattice) determined with SE. The values and error
bars display the mean and standard deviation obtained from averaging over at least four
measurements.
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Figure 1. Oligonucleotides modified with different lipophilic moieties to anchor them

to a supported lipid bilayer. (a) The three anchors: cholesterol (Chol), stearyl (C18) and

di-stearyl ((C18)2) are each covalently coupled to one end of the oligonucleotides through

the linkers TEG = triethylene glycol, DEG = diethylene glycol and HEG = hexaethylene

glycol, respectively. The positions where the oligonucleotides are coupled to the anchor

are indicated by ’DNA’. (b) Schematic representations of all the complexes analyzed in

this study. Each name is built out of three parts; first, the oligonucleotide sequence(s),

then the linker and finally the anchor type. The number of nucleotides (nt) and basepairs

(bp) are indicated above each structure.
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Figure 2. QCM-D measurements on the adsorption and desorption of different oligonu-

cleotides modified with either Chol, C18 or (C18)2 to a SLB. (a) The frequency ∆f (top)

and dissipation ∆D (bottom) changes upon exposure of a SLB to thymine-only oligonu-

cleotides (QTL) conjugated with either Chol, C18 or (C18)2 plotted as a function of time.

(b) The plots of ∆f (top) and ∆D (bottom) upon exposure of a SLB to double stranded

complexes carrying one anchor. (c) The plots of ∆f (top) and ∆D (bottom) upon expo-

sure of a SLB to double stranded complexes carrying two anchors. (d) Plots of ∆f (top)

and ∆D (bottom) upon exposure of a SLB to a long (QTL) or short (QTS) oligonucleotide

bearing one Chol anchor. Note that the graph corresponding to the long oligonucleotide

is the same as in (a). In all measurements the oligonucleotides were injected at t = 0

until rinsing with buffer was initiated, which is indicated by the arrows.
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Figure 3. The flow rate dependence of the adsorption of Chol, C18 and (C18)2 conjugated

oligonucleotides to a SLB. (a) The frequency changes ∆f (top) and their computed

derivatives (bottom) during the adsorption of QTL-Chol to a SLB at different flow rates

(Q) plotted as a function of time. (b) The minima of the computed derivatives shown

in (a) and of the other anchors plotted as a function of 3
√
Q. The plotted minima were

fitted to a linear model with fixed origin at (0,0). The quality of the fits are determined

by evaluating the corresponding R2 and are found to be 0.996, 0.990 and 0.947 for Chol,

C18 and (C18)2, respectively.
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Figure 4. Determining the densities of the Chol, C18 and (C18)2 conjugated oligonu-

cleotides anchored to a SLB. (a) Parametric plots of ∆D as a function of ∆f of the

data depicted in Fig.2a. (b) Plots of ∆f (top) and ∆D (bottom) as a function of time

corresponding to the binding of QTL-oligonucleotides conjugated with C18 to a SLB. Si-

multaneously, the surface density Γ was measured with SE as depicted in (c). The inset

shows a parametric plot of ∆f versus Γ, fitted to a linear model (red line) with a slope

of -0.14 pmol·cm−2·Hz−1. The arrows in (b) and (c) indicate the start and duration of

injection.
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Figure 5. Anchorage of a cholesterol conjugated oligonucleotide containing 12 bases

(QTS-Ch). (a) Titration curve, determined by QCM-D for the binding of QTS-Ch to a

SLB. The arrows indicate start and duration of incubation with the indicated oligonu-

cleotide concentrations to the SLB. (b) Frequency shifts (approximately proportional to

adsorbed amounts) for QTS-Ch at equilibrium with a fit by a Langmuir isotherm (solid

red line).
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Detecting the CMC of hydrophobically modified oligonucleotides. Amethod

to determine the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of surfactants is to measure the

absorbance of 1-(2-pyridylazo)-2-naphthol (PAN), a water insoluble organic dye at 470

nm.1 Below the CMC, the dye does not dissolve in the aqueous surfactant solution, and

the absorbance of the solution remains low. At the CMC, a sudden rise in the solution’s

absorbance is observed, as the dye is encapsulated in micelles and dissolves in solution.

For each compound, a titration series was prepared with final sample volumes of 450 µl.

Subsequently, 20 µl PAN (Sigma) suspension (0.2 mg/ml dissolved in hexane) was added

to each sample. The samples were vortexed and the hexane was allowed to evaporate for

30 minutes. The absorbance of each solution at 470 nm was measured using a Cary300

UV/Vis Spectrometer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA).

As a proof of principle, we determined the CMC of SDS dissolved in ultrapure water.

The measured absorptions are plotted in Fig. 4. The CMC lies at around 8 mM, which

is very close to the value found in the literature.2 After having verified the capability of

the method to detect the CMC of a common surfactant, we used this method to estimate

the CMC of our hydrophobically modified oligonucleotides with sequence QL.
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SUPPORTING FIGURES
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Figure 1. Formation of a supported lipid bilayer (SLB) on a silicon oxide substrate. A
SLB is formed by exposing a clean silicon oxide coated sensor crystal to suspended SUVs
and monitoring the crystals’ ∆f and ∆D responses in time. The arrows from left to right
indicate the start and duration of sample administration and buffer rinsing respectively.
A uniform SLB is characterized by ∆f ∼ -25 Hz and ∆D ≤ 0.5·10−6.
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Figure 2. QCM-D measurements on the adsorption and desorption of (a) cholesterol
modified oligonucleotides (QL) to a bare silica coated QCM-D sensor and (b) unmodified
oligonucleotides (QLtn) to a SLB. The arrows indicate the start and duration of sample
administration or buffer rinsing, as indicated.
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Figure 3. Comparison between the QCM-D measurements on the adsorption and des-
orption to a SLB of Chol-modified oligonucleotides comprising the sequence QL and the
thymine-only sequence QTL. The arrows from left to right indicate the start and duration
of sample administration and buffer rinsing, respectively. The incomplete unbinding of
the Chol-modified oligonucleotides QL suggest that the oligonucleotides on the surface
exhibit interactions between neighboring molecules. As a result, the inter-DNA interac-
tions effectively establish double anchored constructs that stabilize their incorporation
into the SLB. Using a thymine-only sequence (QTL) sufficiently minimizes the probability
of inter-DNA interactions such that unperturbed unbinding is achieved.
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Figure 4. Detecting the CMC for hydrophobically modified oligonucleotides using UV-
Vis spectroscopy. (a) Measured absorptions at 470 nm of differently concentrated SDS
suspensions mixed with PAN/Hexane and ultrapure water. The solid black line is a guide
for the eyes and the dashed black line indicates the CMC of SDS published in literature.2
(b) Measured adsorptions at 470 nm of different concentrations of the oligonucleotides
QLtn, QTL-Ch, QTL-C18, QTL-(C18)2, QL/QLt-Ch and QL/QLt-C18 in a solution of
PAN/Hexane and buffer. The solid lines are guides for the eyes.
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Figure 5. Determining the layer organization of QL/QLt-Ch and QTS-Ch. (a) From
the top to bottom the graphs present ∆f , ∆D and Γ as a function of time of the binding
of QL/QLt-Ch (left) and QTS-Ch (right) to a SLB. The arrows indicate the start and
duration of binding of the oligonucleotides. (b) Parametric plots of the measured ∆f
and Γ presented in (a). The slopes of the fits are -0.06 and -0.60 pmol·cm−2·Hz−1 for
QL/QLt-Ch and QTS-Ch, respectively.
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